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B I O P I C

Susan Atkinson originally trained as a teacher and is

married to a farmer. Together they run a 200-acre farm in

South Nottinghamshire. The farm has been in her

husband’s family for 90 years. During this time it has seen

many changes. It is now mostly arable and is involved

with various environmental schemes.

Over the years Susan became increasingly

concerned about issues connected with farming and the

environment. This concern prompted her to start writing

letters and articles, which have been published in farming

and Christian publications as well as local newspapers.

She wrote The Money Go Round, a booklet on

globalisation and farming, which was published in 2002

by the Agriculture and Theology Project. In 2007 she

contributed to a book about the social and cultural

impact of foot-and-mouth disease crisis in the UK in

2001, published by Manchester University Press. Her

chapter is titled “FMD and the abuse of democratic

process – a farmer’s perspective”. Susan is a member of

the national committee of Agricultural Christian

Fellowship and is a member of the UK Food Group.

Amongst other things she is a former trustee of Farmer’s

world network, and a volunteer with Farm Crisis Network.

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A RY

This paper, which is written from a global perspective,

summarises some of the outbreaks of avian flu, which

have occurred in the last few years. Wild birds have been

widely regarded as the chief agents in the spread across

the globe of these outbreaks, but it is argued that

patterns of trade are of much greater significance.

Attention is drawn to the way in which measures

designed to control these outbreaks, all too often bear

down very heavily on the poor, whilst possibly

eliminating birds, which might have carried resistance to

a particular flu strain. 

The path of the recent outbreak of swine flu is

traced and the causes examined.

There is discussion of the origin of the new flu virus

strains and the role in this of very large pig and poultry

“confinements” in North America and the Far East. Finally

there is examination of the links between all of this and

human health. The danger of the emergence from within

these pig and poultry units of seriously damaging human

flu epidemics is highlighted. Whilst the likely first causes

of problems, or even disasters, are currently outside of the

UK, this would be of little comfort once flu is on the move

worldwide.
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B A C KG R O U N D

For all of the great advances made in medical science over
recent decades, there is little or no progress made on the
eradication of one of the most common causes of illness,
namely influenza, usually known as flu. It is an infectious
disease that affects both mammals and birds and one
which is constantly changing to new strains. While for
most humans the symptoms of fever, sore throat,
headaches etc. are very unpleasant but thankfully short
lived, in more serious cases flu can lead to potentially fatal
pneumonia. Often those particularly at risk of flu
becoming a life threatening illness are the elderly, young
children and those with serious underlying health
problems. It is now routine for the elderly, in the UK, to be
vaccinated against flu every year, which reduces the risk,
but does not eradicate it. The risk to all is increased if a
new strain of the flu virus becomes a global pandemic;
that is an epidemic that spreads on a worldwide scale and
infects a large proportion of the human population.

There have been approximately three influenza
pandemics every century for about the last three
hundred years, with the most serious, last century, being
the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918. Also, there were flu
pandemics in 1957 (Asian flu) and 1968 (Hong Kong flu).
These pandemics occur when a new strain of the
influenza virus is transmitted to humans from another
species. Pigs, chickens and ducks are thought to be
important in the emergence of these new strains. Any
immunity humans have built up to older strains of flu
does not give any immunity to such novel strains, and in
a pandemic the flu virus concerned spreads extremely
rapidly and infects very large numbers of people.

The Spanish flu pandemic lasted from 1918 – 1919
and current estimates are that it killed 50 – 100 million
people worldwide, which may have been as much as 1%
of the total world population at the time. It was unusually
severe in that it infected as many as 50% of the
populations of the affected countries and killed between
2% and 20% of those people infected. The usual mortality
from a flu epidemic is about 0.1% death rate. Spanish flu
spread across the globe, infecting even the Arctic and
remote islands in the Pacific. The symptoms were
extremely severe and unusual, so that it was sometimes
first diagnosed as denge, cholera and typhoid and while
most deaths were caused by pneumonia, in some cases
the flu virus killed directly by causing massive
haemorrhages and oedema in the lungs of its victims.
Such facts as these make it easy to see why the potential
threat of another similar pandemic causes such fear.

AV I A N  F L U

History

For the past few years there have been periodic
outbursts of media stories on the subject of Avian Flu
(sometimes called Bird Flu) particularly in relation to
one strain of this disease, code-named H5N1. This has
affected a small number of human beings, but
apparently with a very high death rate of around 60% in
those affected. This strain is thought to have the
potential to mutate into a form that could be
transmitted from human to human. Each time, the
stories have occupied the media for a few weeks and
then the frenzy dies down and there are no reports for
a few months. However, the stories that were in the
media at the end of 2005 were highly reminiscent of
those when BSE was at its height among cattle.
Thankfully, though, H5N1 has yet to show any sign of
mutating to the feared “human to human” infective form
and the deaths caused by the present strain have been
confined to the poor people who were in direct contact
with poultry. The group of viruses we now call Avian flu
was formerly known as fowl plague and carried that title
for over a hundred years. However, these viruses could
have been around for centuries before that; it was only
when science allowed viruses to be isolated and
identified that it was actually given a name. In the
1950’s the name was changed to Avian influenza after
the causative agent was identified as a type of influenza
virus. It is also known as chicken flu or bird flu. 
The symptoms of the disease are very similar to those of
Newcastle or Ranikhet disease, which itself is known to
kill thousands of birds annually.

Avian flu jumped into prominence after a major
outbreak in Hong Kong in 1997, which was rapidly
followed by reports of humans succumbing to the same
virus. That virus was the H5N1 strain and six people
apparently died from it. The current outbreaks of this
highly pathogenic strain of Avian flu are the largest and
most severe on record. The outbreaks started in mid 2003
and by February 2004 outbreaks of the H5N1 virus were
reported in eight Asian countries, Korea, Vietnam, Japan,
Thailand, Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic,
Indonesia and China. Since then outbreaks have occurred
in over 50 countries in Asia, Africa and Europe in total,
with both domesticated and wild migratory birds being
killed. The WHO (World Health Authority) estimates that
over 150 (at least) million birds have either died or been
killed worldwide since 2003 due to Avian flu.
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The Consequences of the Outbreaks

As is usually the case, it is the world’s poor who have been

worst affected by the outbreaks of Avian influenza and

not simply because the human fatalities have been

confined to this sector. Poultry keeping is extremely

important worldwide as most poor rural households have

poultry flocks, which in turn are usually cared for by

women, children and the vulnerable (aged and physically

challenged). Such family poultry flocks supply one third

of the protein consumed by the average rural household

and can generate between 13-53% of the family’s

income, and that money is vital to pay for schooling,

health care, farm inputs and food. Without this income

the families would be at the mercy of moneylenders, who

charge exorbitant rates of interest, to pay for such things.

In Asia, Africa and Latin America, family poultry is about

60-80% of the national flock and contributes up to 98%

of poultry products consumed in the villages. It really is

the livestock of the poor and also vital in empowering

women to build up businesses of their own. The

importance of poultry to the landless poor is recognised

in many national poverty policies and the importance of

poultry in improving the nutrition, income, economic

advancement and household food security of such

households is well documented.

Indonesia alone has over 300 million backyard

poultry and certainly does not have the money to

vaccinate all these birds four times a year against avian

flu, which is what would be required to keep them

protected by vaccine. Even then, the protection would be

limited as there are approximately 144 subtypes of Avian

flu, and vaccines may not be effective against specific

subtypes if the virus mutated. Yet the attempts to control

the disease have mostly affected such backyard poultry,

either by destroying flocks within a wide radius of the

point of infection, or by confining the birds indoors. The

same effect is caused by either action, as food security is

reduced by loss of income or because the birds produce

less, as they cannot scavenge. Such loss of income and

protein is devastating to the people concerned. Also, these

birds are often destroyed without any compensation,

making the economic hardship caused by culling long

lasting if not permanent. Yet while the focus has been kept

on poultry owned by the poor, due to the human deaths

and the media pictures of people chasing chickens around

the village, the majority of outbreaks of Avian flu actually

occur in large, intensive, commercial flocks. This is what

happened in the UK in 2007 when the H5N1 strain was

discovered in a very large flock of battery kept birds owned

by the firm of Bernard Matthews. The site had a poultry

processing unit and a poultry production unit alongside

each other. It is believed that the virus was imported from

Hungary, in one of the lorries delivering chicken meat to

the processing unit. Somehow it became transferred to the

production unit. The fact that hens kept entirely indoors

had become infected raised questions of the site’s bio-

security measures, which were not really answered. The

next UK infection was in a free-range flock but again it was

a large firm that owned several farms, each with many

thousands of chickens on it. In neither case was there any

link to wild birds and both outbreaks were quickly

contained, but nearby poultry keepers suffered falls in

income, as they too had to be quarantined.

The International Poultry Trade

While the media has concentrated on the prospects of

migratory birds carrying Avian flu to the UK, there has been

no consideration given to the movement of poultry

internationally. Yet the “Lancet” stated in April 2006:

“There is now growing concern that the whirlwind spread
of avian flu in some parts of the world is not entirely
governed by nature, but by the human activities of
commerce and trade… Despite extensive testing of wild
birds for the disease, scientists have only rarely identified
live birds carrying bird flu in a highly pathogenic form,
suggesting these birds are not efficient vectors of the
virus… Far more likely to perpetuating the spread of the
virus is the movement of poultry, poultry products, or
infected material from poultry farms e.g. animal feed and
manure. But this mode of transmission has been down-
played by international agencies, who admit that migratory
birds are an easy target since nobody is to blame.” 1

A review article in the New England Journal of
Medicine 2008 had this to say, “The spread of influenza A
(H5N1) viruses appears to be principally related to the
movement of poultry and poultry products.” 2

The UN Food and Agriculture Organisation’s Chief Vet was
reported as saying, “Wild birds may introduce the virus
but peoples’ actions in poultry production and marketing
spread it.”

Only a handful of companies produce the

grandparent stock for the world’s industrial poultry

1 Lancet Editorial Vol 6 April 8th 2006 quoted by Dr Caroline Lucas MEP in July 2006

2. New England Journal of Medicine 2008 358:261-273; A Review article by several authors “Update on Avian Influenza A H5N1 virus infection in humans”.
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production. Two companies supply nearly all the world’s

foundation breeding stock for laying hens, two for broilers

(meat) and one for turkeys. These companies supply stock

whose exact genetic compositions are trade secrets. The

stock is supplied as day old chicks to people who grow

them to breeding age and then sell on the subsequent

chicks. This process is repeated for a few more generations

until finally day old chicks are sold to the commercial egg

and broiler producers. While the grandparent stock is

produced in secluded facilities, with the strictest bio-

security measures, the standards after that may not be so

strict. There is also the fact that these birds are moved

from these high-class facilities to parts of the world where

Avian flu is endemic, especially in the local duck

populations, which have developed resistance to the

disease and show no symptoms of infection. (Studies of

blood samples have shown that even humans have

developed antibodies to the H5N1 type in such areas). In

such conditions it is almost inevitable that the virus is

carried into industrial chicken farms by accident, where

the genetically uniform and densely packed birds provide

the ideal conditions for it to multiply and spread. While

the emphasis has been kept on migrating birds as a means

of spreading disease, the spread of Avian flu does not

match the movements of such birds. In fact, an outbreak

in Nigeria that was initially blamed on migrating birds was

south of another outbreak at a time when migrating birds

were flying north and therefore the virus could not have

been carried that way. It appears that day old chicks had

been imported from Turkey.

Mapping of the disease in Thailand has shown that

Avian flu outbreaks are most frequent in areas with large

concentrations of laying hens, broilers and grazing ducks,

while areas dominated by native chickens remained

largely free of the disease. Yet while the policy of slaughter

over large areas has been the usual method of control,

there has been no DNA testing of either the birds that

have died from Avian flu or which were slaughtered in the

subsequent culls. Therefore, there is no work to see if any

particular birds are prone to developing the disease or if

any are resistant to it. Nor is there any knowledge of what

strains might even have been rendered extinct by the

slaughter policy.

Big poultry companies are also likely to benefit

from these scares as the fears of a pandemic will mean

ever stricter sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures being

imposed, pushing up the costs of producing eggs and

poultry meat and thus making it harder for smaller

producers to make a profit. They will be forced out of

business, leaving the larger companies to reap the benefits

of having less competition. Also, the demand for

disinfectants and detergents is likely to increase as efforts

are made to clean and sanitise all poultry houses, thus

benefiting the manufacturers of those products. 

While the world’s poor have been badly affected

by outbreaks of Avian flu and even the threat of such

outbreaks – a suspected case in Ethiopia (later proved a

false alarm) caused the immediate crash of the local

market – a few rich people have become even richer.

However, the real questions are never addressed by the

media. There has long been concern that the practice of

feeding antibiotics to intensively farmed poultry in order

to keep them healthy is leading to antibiotic resistance

in humans. Is the practice of keeping very large numbers

of genetically identical (or very similar) poultry together

also allowing viruses to mutate to forms that are

potentially dangerous to humans and, if so, what

changes are needed now to ensure that this risk is

eradicated? Just as in the case of BSE, it is the small

producer that has been singled out for blame while the

role of the big businesses that are involved has not been

remarked. It is the poor that have been the ones to suffer

in all aspects of the problem, though it did not originate

with them.
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S W I N E  F L U

In April 2009 the news broke across the world that there

was a very serious flu outbreak in Mexico, principally in

Mexico City, and that dozens of people were already dead

from it. The epidemic had actually started in February and

was believed to have originated in the La Gloria

community, though there are claims that this virus may

actually have origins in the US as well as Asia. Attention

was focused on the industrial hog (pig) operation in that

area as a potential source of the virus. While there has

been some dispute whether the flu virus in question (a

H1N1 strain) was wholly or partly one that had originated

in the pigs, the name “swine flu” was immediately given

to the outbreak and has remained. Articles on the Internet

do continue to say that the strain does contain swine,

human and avian virus components.

The historical background

The hog operation in question is co-owned by Smithfield

Foods, which is the world’s largest pork processor. In the

United States it has become a common practice over the

past three decades to house livestock, whether it is cattle,

hogs or poultry, in huge feedlots called confinements. The

principle behind them is that keeping animals in such

large numbers is extremely “efficient” and so ensures the

supply of cheap meat. A single hog confinement can

contain 250, 000 pigs or more. For many years in America

poor communities living near Smithfield’s hog operations

(they are not sited near affluent communities as their

residents have the ability and means to fight such plans)

have complained of health problems, which they blamed

on the farms. Smithfield Farm’s environmental record is

poor and in 1985 the company received what was then

the most expensive fine in history, $12.6 million, for

violating the United States’ Clean Water Act at its pig

facilities near the Pagan River in Smithfield, Virginia 3. The

river is a tributary that flows into the Chesapeake Bay and

the fine was for dumping hog waste into the river. US

environmental law then succeeded in forcing Smithfield

to construct a raw sewage treatment plant at that hog

facility, which was after the company had decades of

treating the Pagan River as a gigantic open air toilet.

However, “free trade” allowed Smithfield Foods to move

its harmful practises next door to Mexico so that it could

evade the tougher US regulations. The North American

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) came into effect on

January 1st, 1994 and the same year Smithfield opened

the “Carroll Ranches” in the Mexican state of Veracruz

(where La Gloria is situated) through a new subsidiary

corporation “Agroindustrias de Mexico”. The Mexican hog

facility does not have a sewage treatment plant. Some

have named swine flu “NAFTA Flu”.

La Gloria’s inglorious story

The pig farm at La Gloria rears up to one million pigs each

year. Scientific studies, reported in the American press, have

found that livestock feedlots are responsible for

contaminating water supplies with chemicals and

pathogens, while the air in their vicinity is polluted by

microscopic particles (the aerosol affect) of compounds that

cause respiratory problems, such as those experienced by

the inhabitants of La Gloria. Downwind of the confinements

the smell is vile and the inhabitants of communities that

live near feedlots cannot enjoy being outside their homes.
Strangely, the US and Mexican authorities claim that

neither knew anything about the swine flu outbreak until
April 24th, but hundreds of residents in La Gloria (population
3000) had reported severe flu symptoms in March and the
story had hit the Mexican national press by April 15th. 
On April 15th a local newspaper, Marchi, reported that a
company called Carroll Ranches was “the cause of the
epidemic” and a daily paper, La Journada, wrote

“Clouds of flies emanate from the rusty lagoons where
the Carroll Ranches business tosses the fecal waste of its
pig farms, and the open air contamination is already
generating an epidemic of respiratory infections in the
town of La Gloria, in the Perote Valley, according to Town
Administrator Bertha Crisostomo Lopez”

International teams of environmental scientists had
warned that such livestock operations were contributing to
the increase of antibiotic resistant germs. Concerns have
also been expressed about large confinements of hogs or
poultry, which could give rise to varieties of flu, which
would be a danger to humans. Large operations of pigs or
poultry are not just confined to America and Mexico but
are also in Asia. While scientists cleared the pigs at La
Gloria of having the disease themselves, the question
remains as to whether the surrounding communities’
immune systems were permanently impaired by the
health problems caused by living in such close proximity to
such a large number of pigs. It is hard to believe that the

3 Al Giordino, “How the NAFTA flu exploded”, writing in The Narco News Bulletin 29.4.2009, via UK Food Group
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pigs, which, just like battery kept chickens have a very
narrow genetic range and have to be kept on antibiotics at
all times to prevent disease spreading through the unit, did
not play any part in the mutation of this particular virus.
The family of Judy Dominguez Trunnell, the first American
woman to die from swine flu in May 2009, firmly blamed
the “horrifically unsanitary” conditions of La Gloria for her
death and launched a lawsuit against Smithfield. 

The outbreak spreads

Many of the community at La Gloria commuted to
Mexico City, the largest city in the Western hemisphere
and also a very popular tourist destination. It was the
worst-case scenario from a public health point of view as
the virus was soon winging its way around the world
courtesy of cheap air travel. One wonders if similar viruses
have occurred in other poor communities that have the
misfortune to be near hog confinements but were more
isolated from other settlements. 

As the epidemic spread it became clear that the
illness was being transmitted by people to people but not
directly by people to pigs, or pigs to people, and therefore
there was no general panic over the possibility of animals
infecting humans directly. The exception to this was
Egypt, where the government ordered the slaughter of the
entire pig population in Cairo as a precaution against
swine flu. That immediately removed a vital source of
income from the Zabaleen people, a poverty stricken
“outcast” people who are the garbage collectors of Cairo.
They live in a slum area known as “garbage city” to which
they take all of Cairo’s waste for sorting and recycling,
earning a very meagre living from what they can salvage
to sell. They are a Christian community and so fed the
organic waste they collected to pigs, some of which would
be slaughtered once a year for meat, thus providing
valuable income for many of the Zabaleen families. It may
have seemed a good idea to the Egyptian government to
remove all pigs, an unclean animal to Muslims, from
Egypt, especially as only a minority group of another faith
was affected, but as there are no pigs to consume the
organic waste, it is now left in the streets of “garbage city”
to rot, creating a major health risk not only for the
Zabaleen but for the rest of Cairo also. 4

Scientific and media responses

The proximity of the pig unit to the outbreak of the virus

soon faded from the news. As the death toll internationally

remained very small, the whole subject of swine flu

disappeared from the media until the World Health

Organisation declared it to be a global pandemic on 11th

June 2009. Then came predictions that this country could

be experiencing 100,000 new cases per week by the end

of August, a scenario which thankfully did not happen. By

now the USA had the largest number of cases, with Mexico

second (understandably) while the UK had the doubtful

distinction of being third in the table. That was possibly due

to the cheap flight culture that made holidays in Mexico so

affordable. A national programme of vaccination was a

probability, once a vaccine became available. The Health

Authorities appealed to people not to panic or to go out if

they suspected they had the virus, but to phone or use the

Internet to get properly diagnosed and sent Tamiflu. 
Case numbers started to rise in the autumn, as the

predicted second wave occurred. By the end of October
there were around 130 deaths across the UK with 54% of
the deaths occurring in the under 45-age group and 77%
under 65, in contrast to seasonal flu which affects the
elderly worst. 5There were cases where secondary infections
had caused serious health problems in the victims. 

Apart from the very beginning of the outbreak no

questions have been asked about how the virus had

actually occurred and what could be done to prevent

another virus appearing in the same way. In fact, there

were no reports on how the disease was progressing

worldwide, almost as if swine flu was now just a problem

for this country. That inevitably would have focused

attention on Smithfield’s business, not just in Mexico but

worldwide as the complaints of poor health lodged

against the firm would be easy to find. Swine flu

remained a worldwide catastrophe though. In March

2010 the World Health organisation reported that the

total number of deaths from swine flue worldwide was at

least 16,713 and it had spread to 213 countries and

territories. While waning in North America and much of

Europe, transmission of the virus may be increasing in

West Africa. This news was reported in the Jamaica

Observer but was ignored by the UK media. This outbreak

could not be blamed on poor people keeping animals in

unsanitary conditions or on wild birds, so nothing was

said. Smithfield may be able to make vast profits out of

their operations but it was hardly cheap for the rest of

the world. Costs can be calculated on how much the virus

cost in health care and lost production at work, but the

cost of lives lost and the suffering they caused is

immeasurable.

4 From “One Flu over the Chicken Coop” a paper by Dr. Nitya S. Ghotge and Dr. Sagari R. Ramdas via the Church Mission Society

5 DailyExpress, 23.10.09, Jo Willey, quoting Sir Liam Donaldson, Chief Medical Officer 
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Q U E S T I O N S  R A I S E D

Both Avian and Swine flu raise three vital issues: How have

they arisen among livestock? How have they spread

worldwide? and How and when have they gone on to

infect humans? Understanding the past is a guide to the

future, but must be linked with any extra inherent

probabilities. All three questions when raised in the future

tense are critical and should never be obscured by

scapegoating or blame shifting.

On the first question, large numbers of genetically

similar animals kept in close proximity provide a fine

opportunity for the emergence and spread of viral

mutations – even those so rapidly fatal that in an open

environment an infected individual would be dead before

it would pass on the infection. (I have heard a vet describe

seeing birds in a row of cages “dying by numbers” from

one end of the row to the other). If other concentrations

of birds or animals are of the same genetic make up, the

problem is compounded.

On the second question, enough has been said to

make it clear that trade patterns and systems of

production have a bigger role than wild birds.

On the third question about infection of humans,

there may be lingering uncertainties about the actual role

in the swine flu epidemic of the pigs in La Gloria, but an

outline article in Springer Science Media 6 describes the

virus as “a previously unknown triple reassortment virus

containing segments of avian, human and swine origins”.

The article goes on to trace a genealogy starting with 

the H1N1 type, which caused the 1918 human flu

catastrophe, including exchanges of human flu virus types

with pigs

An outbreak of H7N7 bird flu in the Netherlands,

which involved the slaughter of 28% of the country’s

poultry, infected more than 1000 people, one of whom,

eventually died.7

H5N1, with its much higher fatality, is known to have

affected a small number of humans. In 1997 in Hong Kong

H5N1 antibodies were found in surviving poultry keepers.

Whilst this suggests that the fatality rate may be a little

less terrifying, it also suggests that the infection of

humans by birds infected with H5N1 is easier than has

been thought.

Governments and big business keep on driving the

free trade agenda, which causes animals to be treated as

machines, and to be traded, sometimes recklessly, around

the world. Avian flu showed that viruses able to cause a

high human mortality among people infected could arise

from domestic birds. Fortunately, it did not pass easily

from birds to humans or from human to human. 

In contrast, the recent swine flu outbreak seemed to

demonstrate that flu infections arising from or around

large livestock confinements could become human

diseases. Fortunately, again, this one did not cause a high

rate of mortality. What if the next one combines the

ability to cross into humans and from human to human

with high mortality? This is a critical question that is

obscured by the scapegoating of wild birds or poor

poultry keepers. 

6 Published online: 22 December 2010, Springer Science & Business Media, LLC 2010, Kristin A Swedish “2009 Pandemic Influenza A (H1N1) Diagnosis Management and
Prevention – lessons learned”.

7 The Lancet • Marion Koopmans & others,Vol. 363, p. 587-93 • February 21, 2004 • www.thelancet.com
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